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Abstract  

Magnetic studies of synthetic amorphous carbon (a-C) and amorphous carbon doped with sulfur 

powder (a-CS) are described, showing (i) characteristic magnetic behavior and (ii) 2 reveals traces 

of two superconducting (SC) stages. K indicates K. (I) Examining the zero-field cooled (ZFC) 

twist at room temperature, its temperature dependence exhibits several elusive peaks expected to 

form between 50 and 80 K, but the exact The initial stage is unknown. FC bifurcation and second 

his ZFC deletion completely remove these vertices. As a result, the ZFC peak lies below the near-

zenith FC twist (FC ZFC), a rare observed rarity. These magnetic anomalies are inherent properties 

of a-C and a-CS materials. (ii) SC had three different AC sources. 

(a) Commercial a-C powder contains 0.21% sulfur, so two different a-CS stages (33 K and 65 K) 

are thought to form the beginning of the two reported SC states. . The composition of these two 

phases is not entirely ambiguous. A strong reaction at 250 °C with additional sulfur can completely 

replace the minor SC component in the 33 K stage, but the integrated (a-C) powder (obtained by 

sucrose decomposition) is not SC . However, the a-CS powder also showed evidence of SC state 

at TC = 42 K when combined with sulfur in a controlled atmosphere and heated to 400 °C. (c) a-c 

minor videos also experience this. The film is not SC in the initial state, but after treatment with 

sulfur at higher temperature, the SC stage occurs at TC = 34K. This conclusively indicates that all 

observable SC stages are the result of different dark a-CS phases. We admit that they represent 

closely related high-TC curates and Fe-As-based frameworks, as both SC and magnetic states exist 

in a-C and a-CS powders.  

Keywords; amorphous carbon, superconductivity, peculiar magnetic behavior 

Introduction  

Concentrated coherent research is being done on metallicofullerenes, endohedral sub-nuclear 

structures with several metal iotas arranged inside the nuclear nook. These structures can be 

thought of as the foundation for novel nanomaterials with intriguing features. The metallofullerene 

family M@Cn now includes more than 30 distinct metals (M = Li, Sc, Y, La, etc.) in a number of 

https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=amorphous+carbon
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=superconductivity
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=peculiar+magnetic+behavior
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articles (n = 60, 70, 84, etc.). The features of endohedral metallofullerenes (EMF) are 

unquestionably crucial to actual science, material science, and science. EMFs are thoroughly 

examined, for instance, in quest of new provider acceptor dyads for new metallofullerene-based 

sun-situated cells, due to their high electron adaptability and low overhaul energy. Of course, 

lanthanide metallofullerenes are being investigated for new designs for magnetic resonance 

imaging, as is evident from their strong proton relaxivity (X-beam). This may prompt scientists to 

use EMFs as X-beam contrast agents. EMFs for radiotracers are used in one more scientific 

application. For instance, radiochemical and radiochromatographic methods can be used to 

perceive radioactive 7Be@C60. In this work, the molecule of thorium that shares a location with 

the actinide series is used as an example object. In 2001, world-class liquid chromatography was 

used to arrange and separate curiously light actinide metallofullerenes. There, it was demonstrated 

that the illustrated actinide particles are in the trivalent state when compared to lanthanides. 

Whatever the case, thorium differs from the light actinides. With the fullerene bind's electron fog, 

its 4+ oxidation state in Th@C84 suggests solid patches for a. Recently, the thickness utility 

hypothesis has been used to numerical studies, single valuable stone x-pillar diffraction, 

electrochemistry, and the successful combination of uranium and thorium-related mono-EMFs 

(DFT). Communication between Th and carbon boundary structures was evaluated using DFT in 

a hypothetical study [12–15]. In these investigations, Th-based EMFs are combined with 2n = 82 

[9], 86 [11], 76 [10, 13], 74 [14], 64-88 and other Th@C2n family members. The decision to use 

thorium particles is influenced by the anticipated applications of Th-based metallofullerenes, 

including metrology. A fullerene barrier is essential to minimize external connections and protect 

the model atoms from the artificial environment. The 229th isotope has a low-energy nuclear 

advance in the optical range and can be used to build new (nuclear) standards for chronographs. 

The 229th isotope for this practical activity strategy requires a productive medium that works with 

nuclear advancements. Here, we consider the mono-EMFs Th@C60 and Th@C20 as potential 

competitors and conceptually analyze some of their key electronic properties.  
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Experimental Details 

The commercial a-C powder was invented by Fisher (C190-N) in 1935. The A-C model (marked 

as a-C800) was first warmed to 800 °C and then immediately cooled to room temperature. Second, 

different non-commercial a-C sources were produced by using the EBID approach to create 

granular a-C thin films and multi-stage pyrolytic heated treatment of pure sucrose (C12H22O11) 

at temperatures up to 650 °C. In weight ratios of 2:1 (for business or movies) and 10:3 (for 

pyrolytic), all of the a-C materials were combined with sulphur (Aldrich Synthetic Association, 

Inc., Rehovot, Israel) and heated in evacuated quartz tubes for 20–24 hours at 250–400 °C 

(consigned as a-CS). 

The commercial a-C powders were broadly and artificially represented by energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and x-shaft diffraction (XRD). 

Corrosive concentrations and an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) mass spectrometer were used 

to evaluate the minor components (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA; ICP-OES model 

3300). The amorphous notion of the commercial a-C (Fisher) and a-C800 powders is shown in 

Figure 1. SEM pictures reveal small, non-glasslike grains with typical 9–10 nm particle sizes. A 

trace of transparent powder, however, cannot be removed. The commercial a-C powder's EDS 

synthetic analysis reveals the presence of additional components, including sodium (0.30(1) at%), 

sulphur (0.21 at%), and oxygen (2.44(1) at%). The results of the ICP examination show that there 

are both magnetic (Ni = 2.8, Mn = 133, and Fe = 360 ppm) and non-magnetic (V = 2.0, Zn = 7.1, 

Cu = 11.1, Al = 212.7, and Na = 4625 ppm) particles present (similar to EDS). The presence of 

300 to 50 ppm of Fe is confirmed by Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy at room temperature (RT), which 

shows two magnetic sextets attributed to Fe3O4 (not shown). The generated pyrolytic a-C powder 

had a basic Fe centre concentration of just around 3 ppm, however ICP examinations of the 

material revealed component levels at Zn = 2.7, Al = 3.2, Ni = 4.3, and Fe 28 ppm. The absence 

of carbon caused the Fe aggregate to dramatically expand, while it is still less than the 360 ppm 

seen in the commercial a-C powder. The usual centralizations of carbon, oxygen, and sulphur are, 

respectively, 84%, 15%, and 1%, according to the EDS emphasis on this a-CS. 
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A SQUID (Quantum Plan) magnetometer obtained charge evaluations in the temperature range of 

5 K to T to 300 K under applied dc magnetic fields (H). The magnetometer was changed to be in 

a "veritable" H = 0 state by recording each ZFC twist. The processes of either warming (FC) or 

chilling (FCC) produced the FC branches' recordings. 

Results  

Extensive magnetic studies were performed on 21 excellent heterogeneous commercial (Fisher) a-

C models by sampling 15–20 mg directly from glass holders that had been handled for a very long 

time. The conflicting results fall into three distinct social problems. 

The magnetic properties of paramagnetic (PM) contamination and Fe3O4 were independently 

validated by 14 models, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 (tests #6 and 13). The temperature 

dependences of the ZFC and FC plots converge to the maximum calculated temperature due to the 

high magnetic advance of magnetite (TM = 853, K). Increases at low temperatures are associated 

with fine dust contamination. H is turned off, the second his ZFC plot is shown, and the FC 

collaboration has completed the analysis of 175 K for test #13 (Fig. 3). Unlike the quirks that 
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follow here, two of her ZFC kinks are recurring and easy to ignore. Figure 3 also shows his ZFC 

and FCC plots using his Charbon R.P., another commercial a-C powder produced by Prolabo 

(9009) (inset). Overall, all Prolabo models exhibited similar magnetic properties to those in Figs 

2 and 3. From this point onwards, the data apply to the company a-C Fischer Powder.  
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ii) Three A-C samples have shown SC traces around 33 K and/or 65–67 K. 

(iii) Four samples have exhibited at low H well-distinguished magnetic peaks at 50–85 K. 

 

Conclusion 

The a-CS frameworks are predicted to be in a twofold well state with a chance of finding the 

framework in one of the wells. Because of the uneven distribution of sulphur in a-CS, it can cause 

a number of organised states (such as FM or AFM, glass turning, etc.). It is possible that the 

frameworks are locked in one magnetic state during the first ZFC run and change to the second 

state during subsequent ZFC (ii) or FC procedures. It is advised that the carbon magnetic minutes 

be carelessly dispersed throughout the entire volume before applying the external field. These 

minutes are directed to rotate along their bearing in a manner similar to FM by the low H. 

Antiparallel exchange coupling and AFM-like behaviour are chosen over the zenith positions that 

are test subordinate (55–80 K). The net magnetic second is therefore less in the moving groupings 

than the virgin ZFC one. Keep in mind that the irreversibility disappears at high H and the 

framework behaves "customarily". 

We focus here on a-CS, but magnetic spikes in the ZFC branch and surprising ZFC > FC behavior 

have been observed in three other unimportant frameworks. 

The zenith is unstable and he disappears after performing ZFC double DWCNT, chiral magnetic 

storage, and surprisingly (iii) the liver of a mantle cell lymphoma patient. Both carbon, which is 

required for chiral-based magnetic memory devices, and magnetic elements such as Fe and Ni are 

commonly used in the four classes. Given the current state of the investigation, we cannot offer a 

predictable explanation for the bizarre discrepancies presented here. A more precise and careful 

preliminary analysis is undoubtedly needed.  
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